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Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Zombie?In the first book of this hilarious

Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of an actual 12 year old, Minecraft Zombie.

Take a peek at what is really going on between the hollow eyes, and dead expression that we

normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft. Are Zombies really different from us?

You'll be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and find out!.Diary

of a Zombie is a must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages 7+ can't wait to jump into to

these Minecraft adventures!Get Your Copy Today!
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The ten year old read this book. His review is, "It was good but short."Here is the question and

answer session that followed in order to elicit more information:What's it about?A zombie who has

troubles at schools and goes on a couple of adventures.How old do you need to be to read



it?Uhhhh....probably....4 or 5 to maybe about 11 or 12. Actually probably more like 11.Is there any

bad language or violence in it?From what I can remember, no.Is it funny?Yes.What did you like

most about it?It was fun to read.Was it difficult to read?No. It was pretty easy.Would you

recommend it to your friends?Probably.Why?Because I know they like that kind of thing.What kind

of thing?Like...diaries.Diaries? And Minecraft?Yes.What else?Idunno.

There is a reason why this is the number one best seller in  children's Minecraft books, and I'm here

to tell you why! Obviously the premise of the story is based on the Wimpy Kid series, so you're

basically getting a point-of-view story in diary form. The chapters are broken down into days and are

short and easy to read. They're told from Zombie's point of view, who is middle school aged and

introduces us to all of his friends (who are also Mobs like him). You'll meet Skelly, Creepy, and

Zombie's whole family (even his little ankle biting brother). There are little black and white pictures

scattered throughout, so it breaks up the story and makes it more entertaining for the reader.

Zombie is a very likable character, not scary or frightening at all. There is nothing gory (but some

gross mentions of boogers and such). Zombie tells about his daily life as a Mob and about his

human friend, Steve. You might find some typos throughout the book, but nothing awful (that's the

only reason I gave it 4 stars instead of 5). My son is 6 and could probably read these on his own

(he's a strong reader) but he preferred having it read aloud to him. And I must say, I enjoyed

reading it, too! There were some cute and funny parts that made me chuckle out loud (you will

especially appreciate it if you are an adult Minecraft fan). I particularly appreciated that the author

kept the storyline light and funny, and that almost all ages could appreciate it. Some of the other

Minecraft fiction out there is not geared toward the younger crowd, but this one, in my opinion, is

safe for everyone. I also have to add that we were given a free copy of the book from the author in

exchange for a fair review, but I went ahead and purchased another copy for myself as well as book

4 in the series for my son - we loved it that much! Definitely worth reading, and it's a great price, you

can't beat it.

I got this set of books for my stepson who loves Minecraft!! He was thrilled with them!! This set

allows you to experience the life of each character and see how they interact and what they'll get

into next!! In this first book of this hilarious Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of an

actual 12 year old Minecraft Zombie. Take a peek at what is really going on between the hollow

eyes, and dead expression that we normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft.

All of this is bound in paperback (or kindle) form with easy to read dialogue. This set of "Diaries" is



the perfect addition to your young readers library. They're going to dig into each one with

excitement!! I highly recommend this book and the entire set!!

I bought this for my 9yr old son because I want him to get into reading books and since he loves

minecraft I said hey let's give it a try. Well, he loves it!!! I was searching for a book that would keep

him entertained and this book delivers that. I read a couple of reviews and one mother said that the

book was kind of funny and was making her son laugh so I wanted to see if it was really real and it

was. I caught my son laughing at times and he also came to me a couple of times to tell me about

what was happening in the story. I asked him if he liked it and he said yes (he also noticed that

there are more of its kind, in other words, mommy get more!) The book is no that big and the story is

actually 77 pages long but I think it's worth it!

My son is going to the second grade and he loves Minecraft. I'm in Education so I knew Diary books

would be a great summer read for him. He started with this one and he loves it. He thought it was

funny at then end when he received flowers instead of being crushed! (I won't spoil it). I'm glad this

was the first one he read because he is totally into it. We will complete all of them before summer is

over.

I would start by saying that it is tough to get 5 stars out of me. My son is in the 3rd grade and really

just this year started "hating" school. In particular, he is not fond of reading. I have been trying

books with different topics in order to find something he likes, though trying to stick to something

close to a reading level appropriate for his age. He actually enjoyed this book. It is the first

chapter-type book that he has ever read entirely by himself, as opposed to the two of us taking turns

reading out of it. I purchased the digital version for our tablet, thinking that this might also help with

his farsightedness because he can adjust the font.Overall, it has worked well. He has been

enthusiastic to read this, and it contains subject material of the variety of gross that boys his age

think is hilarious. Though it is maybe not as high caliber as some of the "classics," I feel I can

shudder, grit my teeth, and weather through the digusting bits in order to encourage a desire to read

in him. Anyway, he loves it when I comment that the book is gross.

Great book! Bought this for my 8yr old Minecraft fan who doesn't really like to read to try and get

him more interested in reading. We took turns reading and he loved it! Not too long and easy to

read. Held his attention well. Will be getting some of the other books in the series as well.
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